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The rapid development of electronic commerce and logistics industry brings 
customers more convenience. Keeping the traditional retail channel, many 
manufacturers open the electronic channel to meet customers’ wish of shopping 
without leaving home, which can save time and improve trade efficiency greatly. 
Companies such as Apple, Samsung, Haier and Lenovo all adopt the combination of 
traditional retail channel and electronic channel. The electronic channel not only 
attracts manufacturers, also attracts traditional retailers. It forms multi-channel sales 
mode. Therefore, customers weigh the pros and cons in multi-channel, and choose the 
most favorable channel to their own. Based on strategic customer choice model in 
dual-channel supply chain, this paper extends customer type, sales period, product 
type and sales channel respectively, applies methods of customer surplus utility 
analysis, game theory and numerical analysis. The main research contents are as 
follows: 
Firstly, customers are divided into traditional customers, electronic customers 
and strategic customers. The results show that the manufacturer will establish 
self-support stores and network platform to sell products in decentralized supply chain, 
if the strategic customers hold the products between retail channel and electronic 
channel are no difference. Whether decentralized decision or centralized decision, the 
less the ratio of strategic customers, the higher the product pricing, and more 
favorable for retailer. 
Second, sales period can be divided into the normal sales period and discount 
sales period. The study shows that the choices of the strategic customers have 20 
different types according to the parameters. In the most complicated type, if the 
manufacturer and retailer can exactly estimate the strategic customer choice, the 















consistent. We also find that the choices of the strategic customers are affected by the 
product acceptance of electronic channel and preference for the electronic channel. 
Thirdly, the manufacturer sells two differentiated products in the single retail 
channel，the dual-channelⅠ and the dual-channelⅡ respectively. The results show 
that if the manufacturer wants to expand product demand in the single retail channel 
or dual-channel modelⅠ, it needs to improve satisfaction with lower performance 
products. We also find that the retailer does not want the manufacturer to open the 
electronic channel when the manufacturer is dominant, but if the manufacturer has to 
open electronic channel, for the retailer, the dual-channel modelⅠis superior to 
dual-channel modelⅡ. 
Finally, the manufacturer sells two differentiated products in multi-channel 
supply chain, which includes a traditional retail channel, a traditional direct channel 
and an electronic retail channel. Traditional direct channel is divided into two 
categories, with sales function and without sales function. The results show that 
manufacturers can narrow the performance difference between the two products to 
improve the sales of the low performance products and all products, and when 
traditional direct channel is an experience store without sales function, the 
performance difference between the two products is less obvious, which is better for 
traditional retailer and electronic retailer. 
The paper aims to reveal the inner mechanism of strategic customer choosing 
channel, further supplement and enrich related research results about strategic 
customer choice behavior and optimal decision. 
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